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Change is happening outside 
London, and the clean 
growth revolution, with the 
automotive sector at its 
heart, is underway.

The urgent need to tackle 
poor air quality, free our 
cities of the blight of 
congestion and reduce  

the climate impact of transport, are pushing 
innovation in low carbon transport solutions, 
underpinned by digital technologies. The UK  
is well placed to lead this revolution, building  
on a strong automotive industry, cutting edge 
science base and a leading tech sector. 

But, as this timely report emphasises, we cannot 
lead unless the right conditions are in place  
for businesses to thrive and compete on the 
global stage. They need to be able to scale up 
and invest in the smart, clean solutions that will  
keep them at the forefront of new developments 
in the sector. 

The market is responding rapidly to new 
technology, and the government should be 
rewarding those businesses that invest and deliver. 
Through the industrial strategy, infrastructure 
spending and public procurement, both local 
authorities and the government can stimulate 
the sector to grow. 

In the UK’s first ‘clean growth’ Local Industrial 
Strategy launched in the West Midlands, we 
have showcased the region’s commitments to 
future mobility with our expertise around digital, 
automotive, batteries and movement as a service.

As I said when I launched Green Alliance’s Tech 
Task Force analysis of the transport sector late 
last year, I want the West Midlands to be at the 
heart of a new Clean Industrial Revolution. By 
doing this, we can provide the blueprint for the 
rest of the UK. 

Foreword 
Andy Street, West Midlands Mayor
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Global trends are changing how businesses compete  
in the mobility sector. Efforts to cut emissions are 
forcing industry to develop innovative clean 
technologies and reliance on critical raw materials is 
making resource efficiency a strategic priority. The 
rise in new mobility services is also challenging 
business models based on private vehicle ownership.   

Digital technologies could play a fundamental role in 
making businesses more competitive and resilient in 
this new landscape. Connectivity, information and 
optimisation opportunities could help UK 
manufacturers make better use of resources, adding 
to their bottom line. Smart fleets can complement 
public transport, while digitally enabled integration 
of electric vehicle (EV) batteries in the energy 
system can offer much needed low cost flexibility to 
the grid. 

All this could move the UK towards a cleaner, 
smarter, more integrated transport system, supporting 
manufacturing productivity in lagging regions and 
employment growth in UK cities. It would help cut 
CO2 emissions from the largest emitting UK sector as 
well as reduce air pollution and congestion.

But few UK businesses are experimenting with these 
solutions and policy incentives to invest are limited. 
This sort of innovation will be critical for firms to 
remain competitive and, as other countries race 
ahead, switching to EVs and integrated transport, 
the UK risks falling behind. 

Funding for R&D alone is not enough. To make the  
UK a world leader in the future of mobility, the 
government needs to:
1. Accelerate uptake of EVs and realising their value 
to a smart energy system. This should include policy 
to actively support EV and battery manufacturing in 
the UK and a zero emissions vehicle mandate, with 
sales targets rising to all vehicle sales by 2030; 
policy to promote digitally enabled battery 
reprocessing; and new regulation so EVs can provide 
flexibility to the grid. 
2. Position the UK at the forefront of new mobility 
services. This includes clear guidance on how these 
services should support public transport; greater 
consumer access to walking and cycling infrastructure, 
shared mobility and public transport; and better use 
of data to support integrated transport.

Summary
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Future trends
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Falling prices and growing consumer 
popularity mean global sales of EVs are 
forecast to increase five fold by 2025, and 14 
fold by 2030.1 Depending on when sales of 
petrol and diesel vehicles are banned, sales 
of EVs could range from 1.5 to 4.1 million EVs 
in 2025, and 3.9 to 12 million in 2030.2 In any 
case, manufacturers plan to double the 
number of electric models available for sale 
by 2022.3 

The UK exported over 80 per cent of the 1.5 
million cars it produced in 2017 and is one of 
the largest manufacturers of EVs in Europe.4 
With more favourable policy, exports of low 
carbon vehicles could contribute as much as 
£95 billion to the UK economy by 2030.5

At the same time, manufacturers’ material 
and energy costs are volatile and have been 
rising: they rose by 81 per cent between 
2004 and 2018, against only a 17 per cent 
increase in wage costs.6 To support the 
booming EV market, maintaining access to 
critical materials, such as cobalt and rare 
earth metals, will become vital. 

The considerable environmental and human 
costs of mining these materials could lead to 
supply disruptions and reputational damage. 
As emphasised by the House of Commons 
BEIS Committee, “the risk of cobalt 
shortages has been identified as a major 
threat to global EV growth over the 2020s.”7

Electric vehicles are growing rapidly,  
but there are resource risks
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20302025

2035 EU sales ban
2040 EU sales ban 

12 million

4.1 million

1.5 million

3.9 million

An earlier ban across EU countries on petrol and diesel vehicles sales  
could mean demand for eight million more electric vehicles in Europe8  
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In recent years, technology has enabled new 
models of vehicle use, such as car sharing 
and car clubs, as well as the integration of 
cars into the wider public transport system.9 

This is changing the market: vehicle sales 
are slowing, younger people are less likely to 
own a car and members of car clubs are two 
to three times more likely to use public 
transport.10,11,12 

Profits from mobility services are expected 
to grow. Research by Accenture shows that, 
over the next decade, revenues from global 
car manufacturing and sales will increase 
only marginally to €2 trillion, while those 
from mobility services will rise to about  
€1.2 trillion. And profits from mobility 
services are predicted to reach €220 billion 
against €122 billion from car sales.13

It is worth noting that the picture is not wholly 
consistent, as ride hailing services in the US 
are reported to have had a negative impact on 
public transport use and increased congestion. 

Evidence so far suggests that expanding 
public transport, better integration of 
mobility services, as well as further measures 
such as congestion charging, could avoid 
these negative effects.14

Putting the right policies in place now will 
make sure this shift maximises the benefits 
to people and the environment in the UK. 
Replacing half of all private car trips with 
ride sharing vehicles could reduce 
congestion by 17 per cent and cut CO2 
emissions by 20 per cent, whilst also 
improving air quality.15 Compared to private 
car owners, shared mobility services will 
also more rapidly switch to EVs, accelerating 
the transition to a clean transport system.16

New mobility services will catch up 
with car sales in value
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Car sales Mobility services

£195 billion

£107 billion

£

£

£

£

By 2030, profits linked to mobility services are expected to be  
much higher than those from car sales17   
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The new
competitiveness
frontier

Tesla
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New digital technologies will play a critical role in the 
race to capitalise on the emerging EV and mobility 
services markets. 

The connectivity, information and optimisation 
opportunities offered by digital technology can enhance 
business competitiveness and resilience by supporting 
novel solutions to clean, integrated transport.
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Manufacturing competitiveness in future will 
depend on energy and resource efficiency. 
The average UK manufacturer spends five 
times more on resources than on labour, 
meaning resource efficiency offers much 
more scope to raise productivity than labour 
efficiency.18 It also helps the sector to 
decarbonise: reducing the steel, aluminium 
and other materials used to make cars, and 
minimising waste, could save over 14MtCO2e 
between 2023 and 2032.19 

Similarly, stockpiling spares requires large 
inventories, warehousing and logistical 
effort. The costs associated with these have a 
decisive impact on the business bottom line.20 

The internet of things, data analytics and 
machine learning enable more energy and 
resource efficient production and better 
forecasting of demand for spares. Combined 
with additive manufacturing, they would also 
help manufacturers shift to on-demand 
production, reducing resource use, inventory 
costs and the need for expensive tooling.21

Digitally enabled resource efficiency 
increases manufacturing productivity

Labour 10%

£

£

£

£

Resources 50%

Costs of a typical UK manufacturer22
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New technology in action

BMW is piloting the use of automation to 
move equipment and parts within a factory, 
as well as sensors and data analytics to 
monitor production through a digital twin  
(a digital replica that allows use to be 
monitored in real time). Thanks to these 
technologies, the company estimates it could 
halve production time, while using half the 
power and 70 per cent less water per car 
than their production average.23 

Mercedes-Benz Trucks offers about 30 spare 
parts, produced with additive manufacturing 
using digital data records, for some of its 
models no longer in production. This has 
eliminated the need for tooling and cut 
storage and transport costs.24,25  
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In the absence of smart technology, EVs 
could become a burden on local power 
networks. Without smart charging, the 
additional power demand could raise annual 
consumer bills by £30 on average.26 

Smart charging would limit the need for 
network reinforcement and would also help 
to further the integration of renewables in 
the power system. Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) 
technology, in which electricity flows both to 
and from EVs to support the grid, could save 
the energy system in Great Britain up to 
£270 million a year by 2030 in avoided 
network upgrades and lower energy peak 
demand, based on conservative estimates.27 
Smart algorithms (making use of distributed 
energy technologies, data analytics and 
machine learning) can further improve the 
predictability of demand and supply, 
enhancing the scope for energy storage and 
load management using EVs.28 

EV batteries can be an 
energy infrastructure asset 

Smart charging 

Smart charging with V2G 

Save 
£180 million

Save 
£270 million

Smart EV integration could save up to £270 million per year 
by 203029
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New technology in action

UPS found that local network constraints 
were a barrier to its ability to switch its 
delivery fleet to EVs in London. But, by using 
battery storage, network monitoring and 
smart chargers, the local network can now 
accommodate three times as many EVs, 
allowing UPS to expand their fleet without 
grid reinforcement.30,31 

OVO Energy uses smart charging, V2G and 
machine learning to provide balancing 
services and charging when electricity is 
cheaper. Its algorithm is also able to analyse 
patterns of consumer behaviour to predict 
energy demand and automatically adjust 
charging, potentially saving EV drivers more 
than £250 per year.32
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Cobalt imports 
for UK consumption
10.1kt

Avoided
cobalt 
imports

Potential for domestic 
recycled and reused cobalt
9.4kt

Cobalt from used 
batteries exported 
or lost if the UK 
continues business 
as usual 

Batteries are one of the main expenses for 
EV manufacturers, both in production and at 
the end of a battery’s life. Smart management 
systems can optimise charging, discharging 
and maintenance. They can also determine 
the best time to repurpose batteries for 
stationary storage: EV batteries still retain 
70-80 per cent of their capacity once they 
reach the end of their useful life in a car.33

Effective domestic recovery for batteries, 
supported by smart tracking and advanced 
recovery infrastructure, would allow 
valuable materials like cobalt to be recycled, 
providing a competitive advantage for UK car 
manufacturers. By 2035, the UK could supply 
about half of its domestic cobalt demand 
from used EV batteries.34

Smart battery management, reuse and  
recycling can increase business resilience 

The UK could be sourcing about half of its cobalt from  
domestic EV batteries in 203535
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New technology in action

TWAICE, a German startup company, 
monitors battery health through a ‘digital 
twin’ (a digital replica that allows use to be 
monitored in real time and performance 
predicted). Using sensor data, analytics and 
machine learning, it helps manufacturers to 
improve battery design and fleet and energy 
systems operators to improve maintenance, 
based on real world data.36 

ReLiB is a project of the Faraday Institution 
which is developing battery recycling 
technologies that will use sensors and 
machine learning systems to identify and 
enable the automated disassembly of 
battery components.37 

TW
AICE

The Faraday Institution ReLiB
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Consumer preference and city policies on air 
quality and traffic will drive the growth of 
new mobility services. Businesses will need 
to compete on convenience and optimal 
integration with existing public transport 
systems.38  

Mobility platforms are developing innovative 
services using big data, smart sensors and 
distributed ledger technology to enable one 
way and peer to peer car sharing, and better 
modal integration.39,40 

In the future, connected and autonomous 
vehicles could enable the combined use of 
shared, autonomous electric cars as part of 
integrated transport and energy systems.41 
By ensuring they effectively support public 
transport networks, new mobility services 
could improve the use of infrastructure and 
reduce congestion.42

Smart fleets support better 
mobility services
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New technology in action

Transport for the West Midlands and the 
mobility app Whim are pioneering a new 
‘mobility as a service’ scheme which 
incorporates public transit, Gett taxis, city 
bikes, rental cars and car clubs. By limiting 
the use of individual mobility services, their 
subscription package encourages customers 
to use all participating service providers.43

Beverly Hills, in the US, is improving the 
city’s fibre optic cable networks to allow 
quick and cost effective integration of sensor 
technology for autonomous vehicles (AVs) 
and V2G communication. The aim is to create 
an on demand, city run AV shuttle service for 
first and last mile travel, to facilitate access 
to public transport and reduce traffic 
congestion and parking demand.44 
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Private vehicles tend to sit idle most of the 
time. Much of the value of new mobility 
services comes from increasing vehicle 
usage, which will increase wear and tear.45 
Predictive maintenance can help mobility 
businesses improve their fleets’ lifespan and 
reduce breakdowns.46 Net global additional 
profits from remote diagnostics are 
estimated to reach £11 billion by 2025.47

Smart sensors and data analytics could also 
help manufacturers to optimise component 
design, based on historical performance 
data, while real time information on their 
condition would help to predict the need for 
replacement parts and ensure their 
availability whenever needed.48

Better maintenance and design can cut emissions from 
vehicle parts production by 57%49

Maintenance and design can help  
to extend vehicle life

-7% Reuse and 
remanufacturing

-15%
Lightweighting

-35%
Longer lifetime
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New technology in action

Tesla is using the internet of things to fix and 
improve its cars remotely through software 
updates. Remote diagnostics also allow 
them to identify faults, what is needed to 
solve them, contact their customers when a 
part needs replacement and order the 
required components autonomously.50

CARFIT is a startup monitoring parameters 
such as noise and vibration of important 
wearing parts of a car, such as tyres, shock 
absorbers and brakes, and using machine 
learning to identify patterns of degradation 
and faults. Information is used for predictive 
maintenance as well as to inform 
manufacturers about areas for design 
improvement, based on historical data.51

Tesla

C
ARFIT
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Congestion delays in UK urban centres are 
70 per cent above the national average.52

Rather than investing in new roads, which 
generally increase the number of journeys, 
new digital applications allow the use of real 
time information to tackle congestion in 
existing road space, deferring expensive 
infrastructure upgrades. Real time data 
would also enhance the use of all transport 
services.53 

Smart traffic management cuts 
congestion without new roads

UK urban roads

81 seconds 
per mile driven

47 seconds 
per mile driven

UK average

Congestion blights most UK cities  
(congestion delays per mile driven)54 
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New technology in action

Didi, a ride-hailing application in China, 
shares data from smart traffic signals with 
transport authorities to optimise traffic light 
changes in real time. The app has reduced 
delays by an estimated 11 per cent in the city 
of Jinan.55 

Highways England’s Active Traffic 
Management (ATM) system, piloted between 
junctions of the M42 near Birmingham, uses 
real time monitoring technology to direct 
and control the flow of traffic. At only 20 per 
cent of the cost of widening the road, this 
approach has cut journey times by 25 per 
cent, pollution by ten per cent and fuel 
consumption by four per cent.56
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Digitally enabled 
clean growth can
help to rebalance 
the UK economy
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The UK has a productivity problem, with large 
differences in performance across regions. Smart 
clean growth in the transport sector has the potential 
to help address the north south divide and to do it  
in a futureproof way, supporting investment in the 
transport systems needed for a low carbon world. 
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Transport related manufacturing represents 
a greater share of the economy in some 
regions with lower productivity.57 

While manufacturing is not necessarily 
responsible for low productivity, improving 
performance in the automotive manufacturing 
sector, by encouraging investment in smart 
solutions to cut carbon and improve resource 
efficiency, would have a disproportionately 
positive effect in those regions lagging 
behind. 

Raising  manufacturing productivity will benefit 
the regions lagging behind the most 

LondonSouth EastNorth EastNorth WestWest Midlands

5%

88

2.9%

92

2.0%

89

0.8%

107

0.3%

133

Transport manufacturing productivity is a bigger factor in 
regions with lower economic performance

Transport manufacturing gross value 
added (as % of total GVA)

Regional economic performance  
(productivity index, UK = 100, 2017)
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Sixty per cent of UK jobs are in cities and 
employment is expected to rise across many 
major urban centres over the coming 
decades. 58 

Congestion could have a negative impact on 
this growth.59 Smart technology that enables 
the best use of existing transport 
infrastructure, combined with new services 
that promote greater public transport use, 
could help to alleviate congestion in urban 
centres.

High congestion, 
low employment growth

High congestion, 
high employment growth

Low congestion, 
low employment growth

Low congestion, 
high employment growth
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Smart  mobility can enable  
growth in UK cities

UK cities with projected employment growth face transport 
capacity constraints60
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Innovation doesn’t 
necessarily 
lead to adoption
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Businesses won’t drive change alone.61 The 2017 Made 
smarter review noted that, “Vehicle manufacturers… 
[have] only initiated a series of pilots so far. Some 
suppliers, notably SMEs, have not started any 
significant digital pilots”.62

This is because many opportunities involve new 
business models and supply chains not supported by 
current markets and regulation. UK transport policy is 
falling short.63 
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Incentives for manufacturers are limited 
Uptake of digital technology for vehicle 
batteries in the UK already lags behind US 
and Chinese firms and the country currently 
attracts only a small fraction of global 
investments in EV manufacturing. A strong 
domestic market is critical to drive 
investment in manufacturing. The UK will 
end the sale of new fossil-fuelled vehicles 
from 2040. But this is not nearly as 
ambitious as other countries.64 Norway will 
ban conventional car sales from 2025, and 
China and the Netherlands from 2030. 

The UK is also entirely dependent on imports 
of the critical raw materials essential for EV 
manufacturing. Poorly designed recycling 
targets and a lack of domestic reprocessing 
infrastructure mean that valuable battery 
materials, such as cobalt, are exported or 
lost in the recycling process. But, if they 
were kept in the system, they could provide 
a lower cost and more secure source of raw 
materials for UK industry.65 

No route to market for smart EV integration 
The current energy system does not properly 
value the flexibility that could be provided 
by EVs to local networks. Current regulations 
and market arrangements still prioritise 
flexibility from large scale power generation, 
reducing the potential to scale up innovative 
smart energy solutions.66 

EV adoption is lagging 
EV sales are stalling, in part due to lack of 
action by car manufacturers. UK drivers 
bought half as many fully electric cars as 
drivers in other EU countries last year.67 
Furthermore, the availability of charging 
points is vital to encourage EV uptake. Yet, 
deployment of new infrastructure is uneven 
across the country: over half of the existing 
charging locations are located in London, 
the south east and Scotland.68 

Policy shortfalls: electric vehicles
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Policy shortfalls: mobility services

No clear vision 
The government has showed hardly any 
commitment to sustainable transport, with 
policy generally prioritising new road 
infrastructure, despite evidence that more 
roads lead to more traffic. Without policy 
commitment and guidance to assist the 
transition to a clean, integrated transport 
system, new mobility services could either 
struggle to take off or undermine public 
transport and cause greater congestion, as 
has already happened in the US.69

Access to public transport and shared 
mobility is not the default 
Car dependency is double the rate of London 
in many places in the UK. Furthermore, as a 
result of planning incentives, many new 
housing developments have little access to 
public transport and infrastructure for 
walking and cycling, locking residents into 
‘car-based living’.70 

Limited data sharing 
Data availability will be essential to develop 
new mobility services and ensure optimal 
integration in transport systems. For 
example, Finland has mandated that data  
on essential (public and private) transport 
services are made available to third parties 
through an open data application 
programming interface, to boost new 
mobility services. There is currently no 
similar incentive for transport operators in 
the UK to collect or share their data.71 

Cities have limited powers and funding 
As emphasised by the chief executive of the 
National Infrastructure Commission, while 
London benefits from “genuine devolution 
and long term funding […] the UK’s other 
cities face a fragmented and piecemeal 
system of funding”, resulting in “short 
termism and bid fatigue”.72 This reduces the 
opportunity to develop a long term strategy 
for integrated urban transport.
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Policy for a smart, clean
transport revolution
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Other countries are already acting to 
accelerate the transition to clean, integrated 
transport, enabled by digital technology. 

To be a leader in the future of mobility, 
benefiting the economy, people’s health and 
the environment, the UK should set policy to 
maximise opportunities for the sector.
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A clear business case
The government should bring forward the ban on 
new petrol and diesel vehicle sales to 2030 and set 
a progressive mandate for zero emission vehicle 
sales, similar to schemes in China and California. 
Boosting the market for EVs should go alongside 
policy to support domestic EV and battery 
manufacturing, including through business 
support for smart energy and resource efficient 
solutions. This could be delivered as part of the 
government’s industrial energy transformation 
fund and automotive sector deal. With support for 
EV adoption, these policies would drive 
manufacturing investment in the UK and boost 
uptake of smart technology solutions. 

In the forthcoming revision of the producer 
responsibility system for EV batteries, the 
government should also set policy for better 
design, reuse and recycling, including establishing 
a digital database for tracking batteries. This would 
promote digitally enabled domestic reprocessing 
infrastructure and secure access to critical 
materials needed for low carbon technologies.73

New markets for flexibility
Realising the full potential of EVs in a smart energy 
system requires new regulation to access flexibility 

services. Ofgem should use the ongoing network 
charging and retail market reviews to promote 
markets for flexibility and encourage network 
operators to capitalise on the contribution of EVs, 
rather than buying stationary batteries or 
mandating network upgrades.74 The government 
should also enable access to energy flow data, 
critical to developing new flexibility services, in line 
with the recommendations of the Energy Data 
Taskforce.75

Charging infrastructure and consumer 
incentives 
Greater EV adoption is important to give 
businesses the confidence to invest in innovative 
solutions. A network of charging points will be 
critical to drive uptake. The government should 
underwrite or mandate rapid charging infrastructure 
along motorways, to eliminate range anxiety for 
users and encourage investment in workplace 
charging. Furthermore, more funding is needed to 
sustain existing grants until genuine total life cost 
parity is achieved between pure battery electric 
and conventional vehicles, expected to be in the 
early to mid-2020s. Subsidies should be structured 
based on income, to ensure everyone can benefit 
from EVs, as recommended in our report Going 
electric: how everyone can benefit sooner.76 

Accelerate EV uptake and 
and smart battery use
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A vision for integrated, clean transport
In its Transport Decarbonisation Plan, the 
government should set out its vision for future 
travel demand and commit to investing £2 billion a 
year in walking and cycling infrastructure, and  
£1.3 billion additional annual expenditure on 
public transport. To speed up the development of 
new mobility services that support public transport 
and lower congestion, businesses need more 
clarity from the government. It should set out how 
it expects these services to complement public 
transport networks and contribute to its policy 
objectives, particularly on air quality and 
decarbonisation. And it should be prepared to 
regulate to achieve this.77  

Public transport and shared mobility
The effective use of mobility services will require 
greater investment in walking, cycling and public 
transport infrastructure, combined with clean air 
zones in major UK cities. Further measures include 
setting requirements for new residential 
developments to provide access to car sharing, 
preferential parking for shared EVs, close to public 
transport hubs for ‘last mile’ transport, or financial 
incentives for people to give up their cars and use 
integrated transport services instead, as is 
currently being trialled in the West Midlands.78 

More and better data use
There should be open access to essential data for 
better transport infrastructure management by local 
authorities and to enable new service providers to 
complement existing transport options. Transport 
for London’s (TfL’s) open data powers more than 
600 apps, used by 42 per cent of Londoners. It has 
enabled apps like Citymapper, to support transport 
services across the city. Data standards should 
avoid fragmentation and allow scale up across the 
country.79

Stronger city powers
New powers and funding should be given to support 
UK cities beyond London in aligning their housing, 
transport and development policies, and making 
better use of data for infrastructure management, 
particularly those facing congestion and high 
growth. Major cities and combined authorities 
should consider moving to a single governance 
structure for integrated transport modes, similar 
to TfL, while capacity and information support 
should be given to smaller centres and rural local 
authorities to make walking, cycling and 
integrated transport services the default option.80

Put the UK at the forefront of  
smart mobility services
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